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Mission Statement
Early Music Alberta strives to engage
and expose a larger public to
music prior to circa 1850, through
historically informed performance
practices; with performances,
recordings, workshops, and
through innovative interdisciplinary
educational programs, publications,
and electronic media.
Early Music Alberta is an active
promoter and organiser of an early
music concert series, an early music
festival and is sponsor of many early
music related activities.
Board of Directors
Josephine van Lier, president
John Brough, vice president
Miriam Ferguson, treasurer
Jolaine Kerley, secretary
Timothy Schantz, member at large

President’s message
This newsletter follows an absolutely wonderful
year for Early Music Alberta. In only our second
year we managed to do so much, as Jolaine
Kerley captured in her year in review on page 2
of this newsletter.
For our events we have been very fortunate to
have been welcomed in the wonderful Holy
Trinity Anglican Church. What more appropriate
setting could we wish for for our various
concerts, masterclasses, workshops and even the
festival? They let us transform their sanctuary into
a 17th century church entirely lit by candles; they
allowed us to convert their spectacular upper
hall into a Louis XIV salon; they gave us free
reign over the entire building for two days of the
festival. We are very grateful for their generosity.
We have wonderful board members who do
what needs to be done much beyond their
“regular” board member duties. They organize
our various events; run numerous errands;

house, feed and entertain guest artists.
Significant expenses are saved thanks to our
volunteer graphic designer, photographer and
videographer Erik Visser. And without all of the
amazing volunteers at all the different events
we would not be able to do what we are doing
either! It is great to see so many people being an
integral part of helping to get Early Music Alberta
off the ground. Thanks everyone!
I look forward to next year, filled with many
events once again. Keep an eye on our website
for regular updates. And if you feel inclined
to help Early Music Alberta in any way, please
contact us. We shall always need volunteers.
Perhaps you are a gifted grant application
composer. Of course cash donations will always
be welcome!
Have a great summer!
Josephine van Lier, president

www.earlymusicalberta.ca

info@earlymusicalberta.ca
(780) 240-9623
617 Henderson Street
Edmonton, AB T6R 1S4

Photography and graphic design:
www.erikvisser.com
Newsletter editor: Adrian Peetoom
Early Music Alberta Affiliates
Scona Chamber Singers
MusicSources, San Francisco
RCCO, Edmonton
Edmonton Recorder Society
Edmonton Chamber Music Society
Edmonton Sackbone Express

Early Music Alberta Board Members (left to right): Tim Shantz, John Brough, Jolaine Kerley, Josephine van Lier
Support Early Music Alberta:
buy your “Just say NO! to EQUAL TEMPERAMENT” t-shirt
Visit www.earlymusicalberta.ca
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2011-2012 Early Music Alberta Year Review
By Jolaine Kerley

Alberta members performing, and many
other lute enthusiasts in attendance.

The 2011-2012 season proved to be an
exciting one for Early Music Alberta. In
only our second season we presented
audiences with a wide variety of music,
from the Medieval through to the
Baroque periods.

In late March Early Music Alberta hosted
its second annual fundraising concert.
The concert featured music from the
court of Louis XIV. Holy Trinity Anglican
Church generously made its refurbished
upper hall available for this event, a
suitable salon for sommelier Symon
Wilcox and French chef Anne Perret
to pair French wine and appetizers
throughout the program. Guests
were invited to feel as though they
were partaking in an event similar to
one that may have taken place in the
salon of Louis XIV. Performers included
Jolaine Kerley, Josephine van Lier,
Marnie Giesbrecht, Judy Loewen, and
George Andrix. Perhaps one of the most
interesting and entertaining pieces on
the program was the one composed
by Marin Marais, in which he depicts
his very own bladder stone surgery.
Music performers Josephine and Marnie
were joined by Dustin Maloney who
presented a detailed narration of this
surgery.

In October, five members of Edmonton’s
Scona Chamber Singers presented the
first concert of the season, entitled “An
Afternoon Madrigal”. Featured were
works by Italian Baroque masters Claudio
Monteverdi and Carlo Gesualdo. The
program included five-part madrigals,
performed one to a part, interspersed
with solo and chamber music selections
by these two Italian greats. It was a joy to
perform with such fine singers.
January was a busy and musically
revitalizing month for Early Music Alberta.
In that month the full Scona Chamber
Singers ensemble presented the second
concert of the season entitled, “Music of
the Sistine Chapel”, conducted by coartistic director Dr. John Brough. We also
welcomed back harpsichordist, Gilbert
Martinez. Gilbert had been a guest at the
2011 Early Music Festival and we were
thrilled to hear that he would be willing
to offer a masterclass, and also perform
a program of French Baroque music by
composers Rameau and Marais. Our
own Josephine van Lier joined Gilbert
on Viola da Gamba for a portion of the
concert. What made the evening even
more thrilling was the fact that the
concert was performed by candlelight
only. The candles helped create a breath
taking mood. Gratifying also was the size
of the audience, confirming the fact that
Edmonton is interested in and excited
about performances of Early Music.

For the second annual Early Music
Festival Josephine had a brilliant idea: a
flash mob at the city centre mall. Many
early music patrons and enthusiasts
showed up on April 12, 2012, as well as
festival performers, including violinist
Nadir Aslam, and Josephine van Lier,
and with a harpsichord in tow. The event
was met with great enthusiasm and will
most likely become an EMA annual.
Early Music Alberta closed its season
with its successful April 20-22 festival,
consisting of masterclasses, lectures,
and concerts.

In March, Early Music Alberta welcomed
lute player Adam Wead from Cleveland,
Ohio. Adam, with soprano Jolaine
Kerley and gambist Josephine van Lier,
presented early English Art Songs. The
program featured famous, and also
often forgotten English Renaissance
composers: John Dowland, perhaps
the most recognizable name, as well
as his contemporaries, brothers Henry
and William Lawes, Nicolas Lanier,
and Charles Coleman. This concert
drew its audience into the intimacy of
Renaissance music. Adam also offered
a masterclass, with two Early Music

During the first two years of Early Music
Alberta we have successfully exposed
audiences to a wide variety of repertoire
from the Medieval through to the
Baroque periods. We are excited about
our growing audiences and our loyal
patrons. We thank the many people
who have made this year a success and
we look forward to see you all at our
many events in 2012-2013. Tune into our
website frequently, as we update event
information regularly as well as advertise
early music events sponsored by other
Alberta performing groups.
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FLASHMOB

By Josephine van Lier

To raise awareness of our second annual early music
festival, we organized a flashmob at City Centre Mall.
On April 12 at 12:30, during the lunch hour rush,
passers-by were treated to a “historically informed”
rendition of the well-known Canon in D by Pachelbel.
(Okay, perhaps not completely historically accurate; a
lot of instruments were not part of the original score!)
We had mobilized a number of volunteers to help
with the filming of the event, the carrying of chairs
and, crucially, the transporting of the harpsichord.
The mall generously offered a vacant store near the
pedway where the mob was to take place. Ahead
of time we tuned the harpsichord and the other
instruments, laid out the playing plan, and at 12:30
four people carried the harpsichord to the centre
of the pedway. Judy Loewen opened the lid and
started playing the familiar bass line. The people
standing in the long line-up for a Tim Horton in
the pedway looked up in surprise; what on earth is
that?! In came the bass gamba to join the bass line,
followed by the other instruments walking in one by
one: several baroque violins, a vielle, a baroque flute,
a treble gamba, a sackbut, a recorder, even a harp
came wheeling down the pedway, got settled and
produced music! Our thanks to the all the musicians
who came: baroque violinists Nadir Aslam, Adam
Pappas and Shannon Johnson; Henry Gauci with
his baroque flute; George Andrix who played vielle;
Jennifer Bustin making her public debut on treble
gamba; recorder player Linda Jacklin who was visibly
happy to be there; Eila Petersen playing sackbut,
Josephine van Lier bass viola da gamba, Judy Loewen
harpsichord and finally Terry McDade who had spent
quite a bit of time tuning all the strings of his harp
down to match the a-415 tuning of the event.
Several television stations, tipped off through a very
effective social media campaign by Crystal McPhee
filmed the event and presented footage later that
day on their evening news. Erik Visser
videotaped the event using several
cameras. He edited the video
footage and posted the video on
YouTube. Before the festival even
started, it had had 1500 views
already!
You can view the flash mob at
www.earlymusicalberta.ca
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Right In Tune

By Adam Wead

What does it mean to be “in tune” ? While we may not be able to
describe it in words, many of us know when music is in tune or not. If
we hear two musical sounds at the same time, our ears can tell if the
sounds are pleasing together or not. There are many different ways in
which two sounds can work together in this way, but we usually say
something is “in tune” if the sounds are pleasing to our ears or seem
to go together in some way.
The reasons why two sounds
may or may not work well
together can be a matter
of taste, but there are some
underlying technical reasons
as to why as well. One of
these has to do with how
sound works. When sound
is created, it moves in waves
that vibrate through the air,
just waves move through
a pool of water. The only
difference is that sound
waves move very, very fast,
somewhere in the realm of
hundreds to thousands of
waves per second. One of
the basic ways two sounds
can be in tune is if their
waves are moving at exactly
the same speed. Take for
example, a singer and a
cellist. The singer produces
a sound wave that vibrates
through the air at 440 times
per second. If the cellist also
produces a sound wave that
vibrates at the exact same
speed, their sounds will be
in tune. However, change
the speed only a fraction, and we’ll turn our heads to one side and a
constrained look on our faces because they’re now out of tune.
In musical terms, the speed at which a sound wave vibrates is a
quality called pitch and we call a specific pitch a note. Today, a sound
wave moving 440 times a second is the note “A”. This designation is
completely arbitrary because several hundred years ago, the note
A could be moving anywhere from 392 waves per second to 415 or
more, depending on where you lived. Regardless of time and location,
if your sound waves match the speed of someone else’s, your both
playing the same note and your in tune. In music, we call that the
unison: two notes of the exact same pitch.
The explanation would end here if music was nothing but unisons,
however music is more than just a bunch of people playing unisons.
In music there is harmony, notes of different names and pitches or
sound waves of different speeds, all occurring simultaneously and
sounding great together... or not as the case may be. We’ve all heard
some bad harmonies, two sounds put together that just don’t work. In
some cases, the two notes just won’t sound good together no matter
if they’re in tune or not. The technical term for that is cacophony,

but what about true harmony, which are notes that are supposed to
sound good together. These notes have to be in tune as well, and if
they’re not, the harmony will sound bad even when it is supposed to
sound good. But, how do we tune harmony? If we can’t match sound
wave speed because we’re using different pitches, then how do sound
waves of different speeds align to make a pleasing harmony that is in
tune?
To answer this, we have to
look a sound a bit more in
detail. A singer producing the
note “A” will produce a sound
wave moving 440 times a
second, but there are actually
other sound waves going on
as well. The loudest of them
is the wave moving a 440,
but there are several other
waves that move at higher
pitches are are much softer
so that you don’t really notice
them. These higher-pitched
sounds blend in with the
predominant sound to create
a composite sound that is
unique to the instrument or
voice. In musical terms, we
call the lowest and loudest
wave the fundamental and
all the other higher and softer
waves overtones. We never
hear the overtones directly
because the fundamental
is always the most present.
However, the strengths of
the different overtones will
vary from instrument to
instrument and even from person to person. It is the overtones in
music that give instruments and voices their characteristic sound. In
music, we call this quality timbre (pronounced like amber).
Sound waves are a lot like waves of light. Light is made up of a
spectrum of colors that we can see in a rainbow or when light is
refracted through a prism. White light will always break up into colors
in a specific order: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and violet. The
particular color of light we see with our eyes depends on the amounts
of these component colors. Sound waves behave in similar manner
with overtones occurring at specific speeds and in a specific order.
If you start with a fundamental note, there will always be overtones
occurring at multiples of original note. For example, when our singer
produces the note A at 440 cycles per second, he or she also produces
overtones moving along at 2, 3 and 4 times the speed of the original
note, all the way up to overtones as high as 8 times the speed of the
original note and higher. When our cellist produces the same note,
the same overtones occur in the same order, but not all in the same
relative strengths. The singer’s overtones might be more concentrated
on the higher end of the spectrum, lending a quality of brightness to
the sound, whereas the cellist’s overtones might be concentrated on
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the lower end of the spectrum, which we could describe as sounding
dark.
If our singer and cellist decide that they want to play harmony together,
their fundamental notes will not be moving along at the same speed,
but because there are also producing overtones at different, faster
speeds above the fundamental, the speed of some of these overtones
will actually match. Why and how the overtones match has to do with
a lot of math, and that’s unimportant. However, different notes that
have common overtones because of this mathematical alignment are
the ones that make good harmony together. This is how we experience
harmony, when two or more different pitches have a common
group of overtones. When harmonies are “in tune” their overtones
match exactly. The differences can
be very subtle and sometimes you
can have harmony that’s very close
and we might accept that as good,
but oftentimes we will have a much
stronger reaction to harmonies that
are so perfect and whose overtones
are matching so closely, that we call
that harmony “pure.”
When we play harmony together, we
want to make sure that the overtones
from all our notes are each vibrating
at the same speed; therefore, it would
make sense to construct a system of
notes that allows us to do that. All we
have to do is tune, or adjust the speed
of the fundamental pitch of each note,
so that it is moving at exactly the right
speed. If each note is tuned correctly,
when it encounters other pitches that are harmonies, the overtones
from each note will match perfectly and we will have pure harmony.
It’s not that simple, of course. If we wanted to construct a system of
notes to match all of nature’s overtones perfectly, we’d have to tune
over 30 different notes. That’s simply too many for us to manage. So
about a thousand years ago, we decided to make a few compromises,
one of which was to limit the number of notes to twelve instead of the
more than 30 that could be used. The second major compromise at
that time was to use only a certain number of the twelve notes and
not all of them.
In our twelve-note system, we organize notes into groups of seven
pitches. Each group is called a key. While we can play in many
different keys, musicians realized that if they used only two or three
keys and ignored the rest of the notes, it was possible to tune the
notes in only the those keys in such a way their overtones matched
up nicely and the harmonies sounded very pure. However, this meant
that the keys that used the rejected notes were unusable. They
sounded so bad they just couldn’t be played. Initially, this worked
out very well and everyone was pretty happy for several centuries.
Soon, however, musicians wanted to start using the other keys and
that meant reevaluating the compromises we had made.
Throughout the history of Western music, we can look at the topic of
tuning as a kind of tug-of-war. On one side we have pure harmonies
and on the other side we have all the keys in our twelve-note system.
If the pure harmonies win the struggle, a lot of the keys in our twelvenote system end up getting pulled in the mud that’s between our
two opposing teams: We have pure harmonies but only a few keys to

work with. If the keys start winning the battle, the pure harmonies are
thrown into the mud and we have all they keys of our system available
to us, we just don’t get the pure harmonies. This tug-of-war has been
ongoing for over a thousand years, and over the last several hundred
years, the team of keys has been wining the struggle. Western music
has come to accept a certain amount of “non-pure” harmonies for the
sake of being able to use all the keys in our system.
Music that was written during the late sixteenth through to the
eighteenth century represents a period when this tug-of-war was
still in a stalemate. A few pure harmonies were starting to get pulled
into the mud, but there were still lots of keys that were in there too,
making music at this time more about producing pure harmonies at
the expense of some keys that were
either unusable or sounded particularly
jarring that composers would use
them to for certain purposes. Some
musicians from this period even
believed that some of these keys could
evoke specific emotions and there
were ideas such as the “characters of
the keys” where one key could create
feelings of joy while another would
induce rage or despair.
By the nineteenth century, the
distinctions between keys was mostly
gone and our twelve-note system
was tuned in such a way that all the
keys were equally, just ever-so-slightly,
out of tune with nature’s own pure
harmonies. However, the change was
very gradual and we were able to do
it in such a way that we didn’t notice it. Tempering is the process
of tuning a note so that it doesn’t completely align with another
overtone. When we temper all our notes the same amount we call
it “Equal Temperament” and it is the tuning system that has persisted
to the this day and allows us to play all the notes in our twelve-note
system, but at the expense of true pure harmonies.
Equal temperament isn’t bad, it is just one way to solve the problem of
using all the keys in our musical system. It also doesn’t mean that we
can’t experience pure harmonies in our modern-day, equally tuned
system. When we listen to an a capella vocal ensemble, or a string
quartet, or an ensemble that has complete control over the tuning
of their pitches, we can experience pure harmonies. Unfortunately,
a large part of our musical existence relies on instruments that have
fixed pitches, such as pianos, electronic keyboards and organs, all of
which have been tuned using equal temperament. As a result, most
of the music we experience today is tuned in such a way that it limits
the creation of some of these pure harmonies.
Ensembles that perform music from the seventeen and eighteenth
centuries, and do it in a way that tries to match the circumstances
in which the music was originally performed, will not use equal
temperament because it wasn’t used at the time the music was written.
Musicians during this time used other temperaments that sometimes
limited their choice of keys but created more pure harmonies. When
we listen to ensembles like these, we can experience an aspect of
harmony that we seldom get to hear anymore, and in some ways,
a music that is truly more “in tune” than any other type of music we
hear today.
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The Scona Chamber Singers at the opening concert

Guest violinist Nadir Aslam from New York with Marnie Giesbrecht and Josephine van Lier
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Julie Harris performs Saturday afternoon

Henri Gauci, baroque flute

Bill Damur leading a reading session of Renaissance dance music

Judy Loewen, Julie Harris and Tammy-Jo Mortensen at the afternoon concert

Jon Helm leads a sackbut workshop
Nadir Aslam taught a masterclass

Jennifer Bustin, violin

Ronelle Schaufele, viola

George Andrix, violin

Participants included amateurs and professionals alike

A serpent at the sackbut workshop

The final concert consisting of famous string concertos and Concerti Grossi

Nadir Aslam gives a lecture on 17th and 18th century Venice

2012 Early Music Festival Photo Gallery

Early Music Alberta has some enthusiastic fans
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2012 Early Music Festival Review
By Josephine van Lier

harpsichordist Judy Loewen. The music came
from the pleasure gardens of baroque London,
tying in nicely with the theme of the morning
lecture on Venice. In interesting introductions
the musicians provided contexts for the
music.
Directly following that performance sackbut
specialist Jon Helm from Fort McLeod worked
with local sackbut players in HTAC’s upper hall.
Musicians including several trombone players
as well as the Edmonton Sackbone Express.
Jon gave an extensive and interesting lecture,
and listened to the Edmonton Sackbone
Express perform. One of the performers in the
ensemble played a serpent!

The Early Music Alberta’s second annual
festival took place on April 20-22, 2012 with a
varied and exciting program.
In the Friday evening opening event Jolaine
Kerley led the women of the Scona Chamber
Singers in a concert of Medieval and
Renaissance music at Holy Trinity Anglican
Church. Those who expected a capella
singing exclusively were pleasantly surprised
to see some of the women picking up
recorders of all sizes for some of the pieces,
even a cornemuse (which is an instrument
sort of like a straight crumhorn). The concert
was followed by a reception in HTAC’s Upper
Hall.
Saturday morning a very energetic Bill Damur
led a group of musicians in an inspiring
reading session of Renaissance dance music.
Many recorder players attended, as well as an
oboe, a viola da gamba and even a vielle! The
energy created was still felt hours after the
participants had left. Such excitement, such
FUN! Festival artist-in-residence Nadir Aslam
followed the music with an interesting lecture
on life in 17th and 18th century Venice. He
led the audience on a visit to one of Europe’s
most secretive and bizarre cultures. The
lecture put in context the life, economical
situation, politics and culture of the era, in a
city which became the mecca of the arts and
music during the baroque era.
Saturday afternoon featured an exquisite
concert by baroque flute player Henry Gauci
with harpsichordist Tammy-Jo Mortensen,
and soprano Julie Harris from Calgary with

Saturday evening featured New York baroque
violinist Nadir Aslam with Josephine van Lier
(on baroque cello and viola da gamba) and
Marnie Giesbrecht (on harpsichord). They
gave us a wonderful and varied evening, with
music by Pandolfi, Biber, Leclair and Vivaldi,
followed once again by a reception. Special
mention must be made of reception hosts
Susanne and David Connell. They served
coffee, tea and baked goods during the
morning and afternoon sessions, and homemade hors d’oeuvres and tea and juice after
both Friday and Saturday evening concerts.
On Sunday morning the festival moved to
Convocation Hall at the University of Alberta.
The day started at 11 am with a baroque violin
masterclass taught by Mr. Aslam. Participants
included a wonderful amateur baroque
violinist, a modern violin university student,
a first-time baroque violist, and professional
modern/baroque violinists.
The final concert of the festival was a
highly anticipated concert of famous string
concertos and Concerti Grossi. Professional
modern string players from across Alberta
had spent the previous two weeks taking
private lessons with Nadir Aslam offered
by Early Music Alberta, all playing baroque
violins and violas, as well as taking part in
ensemble rehearsals. There was magic in
having so many professional musicians eager
to learn a new/old instrument, and be open
to a new approach to early music. No doubt
an Edmonton first: Alberta musicians in a
concert entirely on period instruments and
with historically appropriate interpretations!
Five baroque violinists, two baroque violinists
and two baroque cellists, joined forces with
a harpsichordist and an organist. Marnie
Giesbrecht played the newly acquired Knapf
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memorial positive organ of the University of
Alberta and Judy Loewen played harpsichord,
providing continuo. The music of Vivaldi,
Scarlatti, Bach and Handel, performed with
contagious enthusiasm, elicited audience
responses as excited as those of the
performers!
Looking back, I consider our second annual
early music festival a wonderful success,
Plenty of music played, sung, enjoyed and
talked about, and so much love for early music
shared between musicians and wonderful
audiences alike. Substantial audiences, great
players, great guest artists and great lecturers!
I am looking forward to next years’ festival
on April 12-14, 2013 at Holy Trinity Anglican
Church. Keep an eye on our website for
updated information.

Upcoming events:
Saturday, November 24, 2012
Time TBA

Masterclasses by
Terry Hron and Katelyn Clark
Interested participants can contact
Early Music Alberta

Sunday, November 25, 2012

Terry Hron, recorder
Katelyn Clark, organetto and harpsichord

Friday December 7, 2012
“Definitely not the Messiah”

A concert featuring the music of Handel by
Bill Damur, baroque flute
Josephine van Lier, cello and viola da gamba
John Brough, harpsichord

April 12, 13 and 14, 2013
3rd annual Early Music festival
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What is a baroque violin?

By Robert Seletsky

Over the years, I have seen many of my sweet
peers fumble for answers when asked, “How is a
baroque violin different from a modern violin?”
The immediate impetus for writing this piece
was a recent interview during which a colleague
was asked the question and really had no idea.
How strange: keyboard players know every
iota of history and construction; and a huge
percentage of period wind players actually
build their own instruments. Then again, bowed
string players have never been encouraged to
learn the specifics of the instruments with
which they spend half their waking hours, least
of all by dealers, who want them ignorant and
pliable. Since the early 19th century, all sorts of
myths and lies have sprung up. String players,
period or modern, live in a world of hearsay.
During the dawn of the period-instrument
revival, players did have reasonable answers to
the title question. Now, as players slip back into
using modern instruments which they think are
period, answers are harder to come by. Add to
this that one needs time to study these things,
time hard to find when you’re trying to make
a living, and we’re back where we were in the
1950s.

• the fingerboard’s height (look at the side) is
the same from top to bottom;
• the place where it attaches to the violin’s
body is raised above the level of the edge,
and it continues into the body for half an
inch.
I have described a modern neck. The steep
angle means that it pulls the strings over the
bridge more severely and creates a lot more
tension. The fact that it is inset into the violin’s
body means that the ribs under it and a chunk
of the edge have been cut away and the neck
is glued into a rhomboid-shaped mortise
(opening).
This is the way things have been done pretty
much without exception since about 1850. If
you see any of this on your “baroque” violin, it’s
not a baroque violin.

So let “Dr. Bob” write it all down in one place, and
whoever reads it can decide,
• if they’re really playing a baroque violin (/
viola/cello),
• whether they want to, and
• whether they can tell people what they
want to know with confidence.
STRINGS
Let’s first talk strings. As a rule baroque fiddles
have gut strings, but gut strings do not
definitely identify them. There were nothing
but gut strings until 1917 (except for a brief
flirtation with silk in tropical climates). However,
during World War 1 gut manufacturers had
been conscripted into making surgical sutures
for the wounded boys in the trenches of WWI.
The art of gut string-making had to change, and
gut E-strings fell out of fashion simply through
lack of availability. Mind you, the virtuosi of
the period put up a fight. For the record,
Heifetz used plain gut strings, and only a wire
E on stage, for safety. But gut strings do not a
baroque violin make.

THE NECK OF A BAROQUE VIOLIN

THE NECK OF THE MODERN VIOLIN

So what does an earlier neck look like? For
one thing, it won’t be angled as steeply, so the
fingerboard will have a wedge-shaped profile
(viewed from the side), allowing it to rise to
the bridge properly. These necks, especially
on Italian violins, may be a bit shorter as well
(modern length is 13 cm). The fingerboards
can be a bit or a lot shorter (but quite short
fingerboards persist in some places throughout
much of the 18th century).

Everyone likes to talk about the neck but players
are usually unclear about what that means.
If you look at your “modern” violin, notice the
following about the neck.
• it tilts back a lot;

Look at the neck attachment: the neck may
or may not rise a bit above the level of the
edge, but the edge is still there; the neck never
intrudes on it. This means that, except for one
method described below, there are continuous
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ribs under the neck and the edge is entirely
intact. Here are variations of neck attachment.
• The neck can be attached by driving one
or more nails from the top-block (a roughly
semicircular chunk of wood inside the upper
part of the violin under the central edge
area) through the heel of the neck once it’s
been glued to the ribs--before the top is put
on.
• The neck can have a dowel used similarly to
nail(s).
• The neck may have been glued to the ribs
without any other support (but can be
surprisingly strong).
• The neck and the top-block are in one piece
and inserted at an earlier stage of the violin’s
creation. This is possibly the oldest and
oddest method, and requires wedges inside
to keep the top-block part from moving.
I note with amusement that German
factory fiddles, made in Schoenbach and
stamped HOPF, were sold through the
Sears catalog for a few dollars at the end of
the 19th century, and they had this early
neck attachment. Late 19th-century Sears
baroque violins? The problem with this neck
attachment method is that if it comes loose,
it usually breaks off the back button with
it (I actually had this happen--with a HOPF
that predates Sears, from ca. 1800). The ribs
are cut into only with this last-described
method, but in every case, the violin edge
is left undisturbed. The ribs are cut into only
with this last-described method, but in every
case, the violin edge is left undisturbed.
The baroque neck was often a bit to a lot thicker
and the heel had a more gradual slope--which
is not only beautiful, but necessary because
there were nails driven into it. Moreover, violinhold depended much more on the hand than
chin pressure, so a heftier neck made it easier
to get around. Depending on its angle, the
wedge shape of the fingerboard can be mild or
very...wedgy. All of this creates a situation where
the neck pulls the strings over the bridge at a
shallower angle, changing the tension. With less
tension built in, it can come from thicker strings.
(A drawing clearly showing the differences
appears opposite p. 202 in W.H., A.F., and A.E. Hill,
Antonio Stradivari: His Life and Work. [London,1902;
reprint NY, Dover, 1963 and inexpensive!]. The
nails in the top block can be seen in a picture
opposite p. 188.)
THE FINGERBOARD
A little more about the wedge-shaped
fingerboard. It’s also not solid ebony--at least
until ca. 1800. Ebony was not cheap, so makers
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were looking for less expense (and less weight
also). Fingerboards could be maple with ebony
veneers on top and sometimes sides (ebony
side veneers were German/Austrian, seldom
Cremonese), or willow or spruce cores with
maple or ebony side veneers and an ebony
top veneer. Sometimes the veneer, rather than
ebony, is just fruitwood stained black (but
these don’t last). Very early fingerboards seem
simply to have been solid maple, often with
geometric-patterned inlays.
(Again, good info in the Hill book, at least
about the Cremonese method ca. 1700, with
a drawing opposite p. 202.)
THE TAILPIECE
Tailpieces were flatter, thinner, had no
upper saddle (the bar at
the front of their modern
counterparts), and until the
mid-18th century, no one
had thought of providing
convenient
key-shaped
string holes, and even
after, these were not used
all that often. Tailpieces
were attached to the end
button with a visible gut
loop through two holes at
the narrow end. They were
generally the same as the
fingerboard in appearance:
i.e., maple with ebony
veneer, etc.

THE BRIDGE
These days there is a lot of chatter about bridges
in the early music community. Yes, there were
a lot of different personal styles, but only two
geometrical types. The first, which started with
the beginning of bowed instruments, and, in
various more refined versions, lasted until the
late 18th century, can be seen in Stradivari’s
elegant versions (see pp. 98 and 206). Later
18th-century types are pretty much like the
modern bridge geometrically.
The earlier bridge has “eyes”--holes-- on the
sides near the top making that area more
flexible and permitting more upper partials
for a sweeter, brighter sound mix. The modern
type, and its predecessors (the Forster bridge
ca. 1800; examples in the Paris Conservatoire;

Also, I would point out that higher-arched
instruments (like Stainer and Amati) have
more resistance. High arching was intended to
impart strength, and requires smaller bass-bars
or it ends up choking the sound. Nineteenthcentury repairmen got this backwards, which
is why so many modernized German violins
have enormous bass-bars and sound bad:
they now have far too much resistance. Note
that original Stradivari bass-bars are already
tiny--and his violins had flatter arching! (Hill’s
books gives comparative sizes of bass-bars on
p. 190.)

THE SOUNDPOST
That is the dowel that transmits sound from
the top to the back of the violin. Earlier ones
were quite thin, as little as 4mm in diameter.
We can go with 5.4mm or so
and we’re still in the period
region. When I was a student,
the modern post was always
6.0mm. Now they’re 6.5mm,
probably to support more
aggressive playing.
Starting around 1990, repair
people seem to use 6.3mm
for “baroque” purposes, citing
safety because of a bigger
“footprint.” I would remind
them, though, that more
post cracks happened after
modernization than before
it! That 6.3mm so often
used for “baroque” set-up is
thicker than Heifetz, Stern,
or Oistrakh ever had in their
modern violins!

THE BASS-BAR
A bass-bar is a strip of wood
glued underneath the top
running along the G-string area. Modern ones
are bigger in order to support more tension.
Old ones are usually a lot smaller, though
there was experimentation in the late 18th
century (and earlier in France) with size and
even placement. If you have a modern bassbar, it will make a difference, as it changes
the overtones in favor of a big bass and less
colorful, tighter top. (In the Hill book, see the
picture opposite p. 188.)

transitional bridge which ultimately led to the
“Aubert” modern type, didn’t appear anywhere
until over two decades after del Gesu`’s death,
and the conservative Italian violin-making
community was slow to accept it. Perhaps
the fact that Paganini’s famous 1742 Guarneri,
“Cannon,” is seen with a transitional bridge
made ca. 1820, is confusing some people.
The earliest painting putatively of a del Gesu`
violin is included in a court portrait, ca. 1770
of Gaetano Pugnani (1731-98), del Gesu`’s’ first
champion; the bridge there is the usual earlier
Cremonese design, as expected.

the bridge Paganini had made for his Guarneri
violin ca. 1820, etc.) have low-placed eyes
and are flexible toward the bottom, filtering
upper partials and creating a more bass-heavy,
fundamental-based, less colorful, darker sound.
The center hole or “heart,” low in early bridges
and high in later ones, may not make very much
difference, and is sometimes omitted in both
types altogether. A number of early bridges have
additional small holes symmetrically placed in
relation to the “heart”. It has been conjectured
that a piece of (presumably knotted) twine was
drawn through these to pull the bridge straight
when it tilted back (actually, pulling the sound
post with twine was how they were moved too;
the sound post setter didn’t appear until at least
the mid-19th century). Details of high or low,
thick or thin, more or less curved, colored black
or not, were always personal choices and can
apply to any violin.
Here is a strange bit of misinformation in
circulation: that the modern bridge stems from
Joseph Guarneri del Gesu` (1698-1744). The
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And yes, it makes a huge sonic difference.
As with the bass bar, you’re trading the
sweetness and transparency of thinner posts for
opacity, perceived volume (although not real
measurable volume), and darkness with these
post-modern posts. A big post will not achieve
a period sound...period.
THE LOWER SADDLE
Little-seen is the lower saddle: the piece of
ebony (or ivory) over which the tail-gut rides on
its way to hook around the end-button. Take a
look. Chances are it’s wider than the end of your
tailpiece, occupies a slot cut out of the edge
and cuts away the purfling (that border made
of narrow black-light-black hardwood strips
around the edge). Original saddles were only as
wide as the tailpiece’s lower edge. They tended
not to go all the way through the top’s edge.
And most importantly, they weren’t made to cut
away the purfling. Why is this last observation
especially important? Purfling is not just pretty;
it’s there to keep the soft spruce of the top from
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developing cracks along the grain. With it gone
at a critical place, guess what: cracks develop up
the grain from the edge!
This is also true about modern, mortised necks:
the top edge and purfling is cut away there too,
begging for cracks. In original mid-later 18thcentury examples, one does see the saddle--still
narrow--cutting into the purfling, but generally
not all the way.
Period saddles also tend to be flat or, later in
the 18th century, a bit raised. Higher ones
lower string tension on the tailpiece side of the
bridge. But even with flat ones, older makers
used a thick tail-gut, which has the same effect.
Today, there’s a lot of mixing and matching.
That’s fine: musicians are good or bad and make
the music speak as they can. But I like truth in
advertising. If a violin doesn’t have the crucial
characteristics I mentioned, it just isn’t baroque,
and it won’t look or really sound it. The problem
is that 99% of old fiddles have been modernized-that is, vandalized--for continued use and evermore-piratical sales. The original makers would
have fits if they saw their instruments now.
One can retrofit them, but so much is missing-middles of edges on both sides, bits of the ribs-that a retrofit will always be cosmetic, certainly
the neck. And almost invariably, the thickness
has been changed by repairmen who thought
they were making improvements.
And good evidence even for possible retrofitting
within a given school of making is hard or
impossible information to come by, with so few
unaltered violins; it sometimes becomes a shot
in the dark and one may be no closer to the
right answer after all the surgery and expense.

What to do?
[1]
Get a new instrument based on something
great that has not been altered in body made in
a tradition where there are surviving completely
unaltered examples or enough information
about getting a good result.
Sadly, many makers don’t have this information
or are locked into their violin-school dogma.
The result can be generic or unsatisfactory-though there are some very happy exceptions.
This doesn’t even take into account the level of
artistry necessary to make a fine violin in any
set-up.
Note as well that most makers tell players that
an instrument needs years to “play in.” This is
inauthentic. While instruments change over a
few months, and do get better over time, the
great makers built them to play well right now.
Remember that in the 17th and 18th centuries,

life expectancy was brief, and the chances
were good that one would not live for the time
required to “play in” such a violin. It had to sound
good from the first day--and without shortcuts
like thin tops, that make violins “play out” in a
year. If a violin gets worse as it plays in, for
whatever reason, you’re out of luck.
A maker who told a patron “It doesn’t sound
that good now, but play it for a few months or
years, and it will really open up” would lose the
sale and his reputation.
Of course, however fine a new instrument
is at first, it does not, by any means, rule out
unpleasant problems that may arise as it plays
in.
[2]
Find an unaltered instrument. This is not so easy
for two reasons
• there are not all that many;
• those that exist tend to be of distinctly
lesser quality. Virtually all Italian (and
certainly great and unaffordable Cremonese)
instruments have been changed radically
for uninterrupted use in the 19th and 20th
centuries. One has to settle for more modest
instruments that are largely untouched.

We can ask ourselves why these instruments
are untouched. There are two answers:
• the instruments were locked away and no
one got a chance to mutilate them, very rare
indeed.
• b) The instruments were not interesting
enough for anyone to have them
modernized.
Fair violins, violas, celli by members of the
Klotz family or other makers from Mittenwald,
a surprising number come down to us
unaltered (or mostly unaltered), usually fit this
description. Often better Teutonic makers
like Leopold Widhalm--father and son--in
Nurnberg, Viennese makers like Johann Georg
Thir, and the rather disappointing makers from
Markneukirchen like Johann Gottfried Hamm
may also be found in reasonably, or sometimes
amazingly, pure states; but again, they usually
sound only fair.
Violins by English, Irish, and Scottish makers
were not interesting to players or dealers in
the 19th and most of the 20th centuries. Quite
a number of them look brilliant: for instance,
Benjamin Banks, William Forster--father and son,
as well as Richard Duke, John Betts, Charles &
Samuel Thompson, Henry Jay (not the earlier
viol maker); and good examples by Thomas
Perry in Dublin (later Perrys are poor, not by
Thomas, and were churned out factory-style by
brother James’ shop; Perrys are numbered so
you can tell) or Matthew Hardie in Edinburgh.
Quite a few of these have survived untouched
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because dealers had little interest in them until
recently; some are good, but there is definitely
a British sound, which some may find nasal or
“quacky.” Now, Banks and Forster are pretty
pricey for the antique value--especially the celli,
which are very good--but almost invariably
modernized because of it. A certain English
tendency to preserve objects in their families
for generations means that there could well be
more of these in people’s homes than in dealer’s
shops. After all, it is not uncommon to step into
an English country house and see a Kirckman,
Broadwood, or Shudi harpsichord or fortepiano
in perfect condition blithely sitting in the living
room; the owner will say, quite casually, “Oh,
that’s been in the family for generations.”
Still, as they usually sound poor, who cares?
Anonymously made violins in original state can
also be found, and with luck, may work well.

[3]
One can buy a good violin, usually expensive,
that has been modernized and have it semiretrofitted: bridge, post, tailpiece, strings,
perhaps shortening the fingerboard, though
that certainly isn’t “baroque.”
If the bass-bar is a monster or weak, creating
a tubby, or “sandy” sound, one can change it.
One can have a reproduction neck/fingerboard
done, but with re-graduation, endless serious
repairs, and the cutting away of edges, any
retrofits become cosmetic anyway, and will
never return an instrument to the sound
intended by the maker. Moreover, 95% of the
market is in modern violins, so if you change
the neck and bass-bar, prepare to pay for them
to be re-modernized if you ever want to sell the
instrument.
Having have owned and worked with violins
in all three categories, from my vantage point,
each option is problematic. Getting what
you really want takes a certain amount of
knowledge and luck.
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Become a member:

Harpsichord Survey

Register online at www.earlymusicalberta.ca
or fill out the form below:

By Tammy-Jo Mortensen

A number of people have wondered about the presence of early
keyboard instruments in Alberta. Wouldn’t it be nice to have a
network of owners, technicians and performers? Members of
such a network could engage in on-line discussions, performance
workshops, maintenance workshops, and instruments being shared.
So, we are planning to publish an “Early Keyboard Catalogue”. We
need your help. If you have an instrument, please allow us to put
it in our catalogue! If you know of other instruments, please let us
know!

MEMBERSHIP FORM
Membership Type:
▢▢ Individual membership ($50)
▢▢ Individual membership (if belonging
to a member institution/ensemble) ($25)
▢▢ Student membership ($25)
▢▢ Ensemble membership ($80)
▢▢ Institution membership ($100)
▢▢ Life Membership ($500)

Early keyboard survey

(harpsichords, clavichords, virginals, fortepianos, positive organs)

Institutional/Ensemble Membership benefits:
• 1 vote at the Annual General Meeting
• Posting of the institution or ensemble’s contact information on our links page
• Announcements of institution/ensemble concerts through our email list and
on our website
• $25 individual membership to Early Music Alberta (a 50% discount) for members of the institution or ensemble

Builder
Modeled after/style
Single or double
Stops

First/Last Name:

Year built

Institution/Ensemble/School:

Ability to transpose?
Rate Condition

Phone:

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Would you ever rent/loan your instrument out?

Email:

Would you loan it out for others to perform on?
If so, what are the moving requirements? May someone else move
it for you?

Street:
City:
Province:

What other instruments are known to you in Alberta? Do you have
contact information for these colleagues?
If so, please note it here:

Postal Code:

Website:

Would you be interested in attending a harpsichord maintenance
workshop?

Do you play an instrument?
▢▢No

If so, what pitch levels?

▢▢No, but I would like to

▢▢Baroque Violin
▢▢Baroque Viola
▢▢Baroque Cello
▢▢Violin
▢▢Viola
▢▢Cello
▢▢Sackbut

Do you have any need for someone to do maintenance on an
instrument that you own/play?

▢▢Yes: amateur ▢▢Yes, professional

▢▢Bass
▢▢Viola da Gamba
▢▢Violone
▢▢Guitar
▢▢Recorder
▢▢Flute
▢▢Other

▢▢Harp
▢▢Harpsichord
▢▢Lute
▢▢Organ
▢▢Piano
▢▢Voice

Do you know about Early Music Alberta?
If not, can we send you some information?
Comments

Early Music Interests/How did you hear about it?

We look forward to your response. For completing the survey online,
see our website.
www.earlymusicalberta.ca

Please return your application with a cheque or money order to:
EARLY MUSIC ALBERTA Society
Josephine van Lier, President
617 Henderson Street
Edmonton, AB T6R 1S4
Phone: (780) 240-9623
E-mail: info@earlymusicalberta.ca
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